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IN THE NEWS   
Kenosha buyer of Johnson Controls' 
downtown block purchases nearby 
parking property 
 
Story by Sean Ryan – Milwaukee Business Journal 
 
Last updated on Jan 4, 2022 
 
The Kenosha real estate firm that will 
redevelop Johnson Controls 
International's downtown Milwaukee 
buildings secured parking spaces to 
support the effort with a $6.9 million 
purchase of a property with a parking 
structure just blocks away. 
 
The parking structure with about 550 
spaces stands on that land at 212 N. 
Milwaukee St. Longtime owner Johnson 
Controls in 1994 agreed to lease that land 
to the Third Ward Business Improvement 
District to build and own the parking 
structure. 
 
Johnson Controls retained the right to use 192 parking spaces in the structure between 6 a.m. and 6 
p.m. on weekdays, so long as Summerfest is not happening, said Ron San Felippo, chairman of the 
BID. 
 
Johnson Controls recently sold that property to Bear Real Estate Group of Kenosha. That sale follows 
Bear's October purchase of Johnson Controls' block of seven buildings on nearby East Michigan 
Street. 
 
With Johnson Controls selling the land, the lease remains in place for the BID to continue owning and 
operating the structure. It also means Bear could use those 192 spaces for the redevelopment at 507 
E. Michigan St. 
 
“We assume that (agreement) would carry over to employees and tenants if the buildings get 
redone,” San Felippo said of the usage rights for the parking stalls. “We think this is a positive 
development. Bear is a very competent developer.” 
 
Johnson Controls intends to relocate those downtown employees to its headquarters campus in 
Glendale between now and 2023. That clears the way for eventual redevelopment by Bear Real 
Estate. 
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S.R. Mills, CEO of Bear Real Estate, said it agreed to buy the Milwaukee Street property as part of the 
purchase of Johnson Controls downtown block. The Michigan Street block sold for $24 million. 
 
Bear will explore a range of new uses for the block and its seven buildings. Some space could remain 
offices. Other buildings could be restored and converted into apartments, hotel rooms or other new 
uses. 
 
The BID’s lease agreement will be in place for about 33 more years, San Felippo said. At that point, 
Bear would take ownership of the entire parking structure. 
 
The parking structure and Michigan Street buildings are separated by more than two blocks. 
However, they could eventually be linked by a planned southern expansion of the streetcar system 
south through the Third Ward and into Walker’s Point 
 
Source: https://www.bizjournals.com/milwaukee/news/2022/01/04/bear-real-estate-buys-
parking-in-third-ward.html  
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